
Shadows: 
The First Glimpses 

Gen. 3



The story of the fall shows us 
the promise of the cross, a 

picture of the cross, and our 
need for the cross. 



The Fall
• Is the story true?


• The NT assumes it is true


• The author of Genesis presents it as true
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The Fall
• The serpent’s techniques


• Presents God’s words as subject to our judgment


• Questions God’s goodness and authority


• Gets the woman to forget God’s character


• Denies the truth of God’s words


• They eat the fruit and discover their nakedness
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The Fall
• God’s approach


• Asks questions as an invitation to repent


• Gives another opportunity to repent when the man tries 
to hide
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– Peter Williams

“That is a characteristic of our society—Adam 
blames Eve and Eve blames the serpent. The fault 
lies with one’s upbringing, or a broken marriage, or 

the environment, or lack of opportunity, or the 
people one works with. But no one is prepared to 

say, ‘It is my fault, my sin, my responsibility. What I 
did, I did with my eyes open, knowingly and wilfully 

and I must reckon with God’.”



The Promise of the Cross
• God will put enmity between the woman and the snake


• The serpent’s head will be crushed


• God Himself will set things right


• There are still consequences for humanity’s sin
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A Picture of the Cross
• The shame from sin makes us aware of our nakedness 

and makes us want to cover ourselves physically, 
emotionally, and spiritually


• Our efforts at covering our shame are inadequate


• God foreshadows the cross by giving Adam and Eve a 
way to cover their nakedness


• Something else’s blood was shed to cover their shame
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The Reason for the Cross
• Human sin and rebellion brings death and separation from 

God and one another


• There’s nothing we can do to fix ourselves


• The only solution is Jesus
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